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In this first part of our three part blog series we will look at care of new leather bindings.   

The great thing about new leather is that there are many things you can do to help protect and preserve its 
pristine condition without worrying about existing problems. 

The main things to consider when caring for your books are housing, environment, nourishment and 
handling. 

Housing: Books can be kept in a variety of ways to help preserve their binding.  The most simple housing of 
course is on a bookshelf, this should be in an area that is not exposed to extremes of temperature ie. Not 
in close proximity to heating or cooling vents.  Store books in an upright position (not leaning) with their 
spines facing out, or lying flat on the shelf. A door on the bookshelf can help to protect from dust and other 
air born elements that can deteriorate the binding.  For very precious bindings such as deluxe editions, 
archival solutions such as slip cases or clam-shell boxes made from acid free materials are ideal to keep 
your book protected from elements that can cause deterioration. 

Environment: Keep books in a moisture free environment to avoid cockled pages and out of direct sunlight 
which can cause the leather to dry out, crack or fade. As leather is a natural material it will be affected by 
extremes of temperature.  In short, keep your books somewhere where the temperature is kept fairly 
stable (room temperature or below) 
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Nourishment: There is fierce debate regarding the ongoing use of leather dressings. Common practise is to 
apply dressing to leather books to preserve the leather and retain strength and flexibility of the binding.  
Without getting too detailed about the debate, the bottom line is that dressing has not been found to have 
a preservative effect but most agree that if done correctly, it does provide an immediate improvement in 
the feel and look of the leather, and can improve the flexibility of the spine and book hinge if the book gets 
regular use.   For a new binding, we recommend a light dressing applied once every 1 to 2 years only.  We 
use a neatsfoot oil and lanolin dressing in a mix of 60/40.  You can make this yourself or purchase 
something similar from Shepherds, Hewitts or other reputable bookbinding suppliers. 

Handling: Handle books with clean, dry hands that are free of any oils or moisturisers that could penetrate 
the leather.  This is probably stating the obvious, but you should use the book in an area that is clean and 
dry also.  When removing books from the shelf or slipcase, grip the middle of the spine where the book is 
strongest (not pulling down from the top). Many slipcases and boxes have a ribbon that allows you to 
gently lift the book from its housing so that you can easily grip the spine to remove. Make sure you 
correctly place the ribbon for this purpose before putting the book back. 

Following these guidelines will ensure that your precious books will remain in great condition.  Obviously 
books are meant to be read and used, so if you are not planning on keeping your book untouched in its 
housing, over time some wear or damage can occur.  By getting any damage attended to quickly you will 
prevent further and sometimes irreparable damage from occurring.  Visit our restoration for details if you 
have a book in need of repair.  

Want further information?  Please add you comments or questions below or you can submit 
an online form here. 

Hope this answers some questions.  Stay tuned for the next two parts to this blog in the coming week. 
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